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A day out on the course

The Gauthey family is teeing it up!The Gauthey family is teeing it up!

Vivianne Gauthey and her husband Jacques Gauthey came for the

TaylorMade Fitting Day. In the picture below they are trying out the new M5

and M6 Series.  

The verdictThe verdict

You might wonder why TaylorMade produced two irons in this category.

But the fact is, the clubs are decidedly different. The M6 is the company’s
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first game-improvement iron to have a through-slot “speed pocket”. That

frees up the low portion of the face to be more flexible and hotter over a

wider area and reduce spin. A structure connecting the topline to the back

bar using a beam enhances the speed slot even more and improves

sound.

 

 

If you couldn't attend the fitting day, do not lose hope! Contact us and we

can arrange a custom fitting with one of the Arabella PGA Professionals. 

Book a custom fitting >Book a custom fitting >

If you haven't yet...

See what the Pro Shop has in storeSee what the Pro Shop has in store

1 - 31 May

Buy any 2 logo caps for only R599.

While stocks last

Barlow Pass Jackets at R1999 and receive a free ahead cap or an Ahead Sun

Protection Skin.
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Grey Jacket

 

Ease of movement, comfort, and breathability with weather protection. Our

most intelligent water-and wind-resistant technology performs when and

where you need it.

 

 Was R1999. Now R999.

...and many more not to miss out on! Come and spoil yourself with some

outerwear before this winter really hits.

1-30 June 

Get a free divot tool with any full priced golf shirt purchase.

1 June only 

Get 15% off any full priced summer shirts (men+ ladies).

Update your bag of tricks



While stocks last

Achieve distanceAchieve distance
 

 

Achieve comfortAchieve comfort
 



 

Achieve more forgivenessAchieve more forgiveness

 

Reserve yours today >Reserve yours today >

Golf tip of the week
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Obey the C-lineObey the C-line

To think like a champion golfer, draw an imaginary line between you and

your ball on every shot. Call it the C-line for the commitment you're going

to make to the shot before you cross it and step to your ball. Once you've

made your shot selection and it's clear in your mind, cross the line and take

your address position. 

If you lose your commitment, step back behind the C-line and start the

process all over again.

 

Most times it's all in your head. You need the confidence to know that you

can make the next shot, and the commitment to focus on the shot.

If you're struggling with this, or maybe another aspect of the golf swing,

contact us for a lesson.

How to become a real player
 

A forged decision without compromise for everyone.
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If you want some assistance with

consistency and distance, we can fit

you to the perfect Srixon Z585 Irons

for your game.

 

If you want to make shot shaping

and control easier, then let us show

you the difference a fitted Srixon

Z785 Iron makes to your control and

performance.

 



 

 We highly recommend these irons to our golfers because they exploit

innovation in a forged design to deliver a better look and feel to everyone,

while offering specific improvements to different golfers.

 

 Learn more > Learn more >

 

Or, book a fittingOr, book a fitting
The perfect lie angle, shaft (including custom upgrades at no charge) and

shaft length, and we can even mix and match the models (so play the Z785

in the shorter irons and Z585 in the mid and longer irons). The perfect setup

for your golf game.

 

Book now >Book now >
 

Start the journey
 

 

This is the greatest game on the planet. Every shot that feels right is a

beautiful experience. Let’s create more of them and the game gets even

better.
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Book your assessmentBook your assessment
How much better could you be? 

How much more enjoyment could you have?

 

Contact us >Contact us >
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